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•• J ...•rcgrams for minority students arc
likely to fall by the wayside,

particularly at institutions that
were Hot that committed in the

first place."
A lawyer, on the Education Dept.'.
approach to Berkeley law scnccrs

affirmative-action policies: A21

"If we can succeed, it will be an era
and an accomplishment that will

be equivalent to
understanding in the 1930's how

molecules and atoms work."
A physicist, on understanding the

behavior of atomic nuclei: A6

"Malcolm has come to symbolize
the frustration, rage, and

impatience of a new generation of
African Americans who feel
locked out of the system."

A professor of history and political
science, on Malcolm X: AS

"Many of us now have wives am~
children at school in Australia.

and some nave borrowed
." from banks to buy houses, What

lies ahead for us now'!"
1I Jun Ping, on a proposal to deport

Chinese students from Australia: A36

"At present, the scholarly
discussion often proceeds like ships

passing in the night."
A professor of social polley, on the

debate over 'family values': A4B

"This is not a course about religion.
It's about business and fraud."

An associate professor of business
administration, on his course

that examines the PTLscandal: A27

"Health insurance for-American
automobile workers adds

approximately $600 to the cost of
each car."

~ physician, on why medical schools
must address social Issues: B1
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By Ellen K. Coughlin

X.That"s all it takes these days
to summon the image of the
slain black nationalist leader

Malcolm X. He's that hot.
On city streets and in suburban

shopping malls, the somber face of the
man who once preached that white
people were a race of devils gazes out
from Tvshirts, book jackets, and 1993
calendars. His ubiquitous last initial
adorns baseball caps and movie post-
ers. Rap musicians invoke his militant
message.

When Malcolm's life story reaches
the screen next month in the Spike
Lee film Malcolm X. his enshrinement
as a pop icon will be complete. Martin
Luther King may have a national holi-
day, but Malcolm X has the nation's
attention. J

Scholars of black history and poli-
tics have a host of theories about the
current fascination with Malcolm X,
though no single explanation seems to
suffice. "Malcolmania," as one has
called the phenomenon, is a compli-
cated mix of crass commercialism and
serious politics-part fashion statement,
part cultural expression.

On one hand, experts say, the rena-
scence of Malcolm X is a barometer of the
racial climate of the 1990's; on the other, it
often represents a misreading of the histo-
ry of the 1960's.

It is an event, moreover, tinged with an
irony that .many scholars appear to savor.
Robert A. Hill, an associate professor of
history at the University of California at
Los Angeles, likens Malcolm to the "trick-
ster" figure popular in black folk culture.

"The man who was its greatest night-
mare," he says, "has tricked American so-
ciety by re-emerging into the culture more
dynamic than he ever was in life."

A Lifetime of Transformation
"hi a way; 'Malcolm X'himsclfsawto tr:

that the rebirth of his legacy would not be
easily fathomed. Over his lifetime, he
transformed himself so dramatically, so

Myths and Reality
Scholars say Malcolm X's re-emergence

in the public consciousness is complicated
by a tug-of-war over which image of the
man will prevail.

The mythic Malcolm of The Autobiogra- ,
phy oj Malcolm X, written by Alex Haley
from extensive conversations with the sub-
ject, retains a powerful resonance after
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Behind the re-emergence of the slain black nationalist leader
is a complex mix of crass commercialism and serious politics

many times, that his story permits any
number of interpretive spins.

Malcolm X was born Malcolm Little in
Omaha in 1925, He spent his teens as a
hustler and burglar in Harlem and Boston,
until he was arrested at the age of 21.

During his six and a half years in prison,
he converted to Elijah Muhammad's Na-
tion of Islam. Following his parole in 1952,
he became a minister of the Nation of Is-
lam and one of its most effective prosely-
tizers, preaching black pride and self-suffi-
ciency and raging against white racism.

In 1964, Malcolm broke with Elijah Mu-
hammad. No less radical on matters of
black civil rights, Malcolm nevertheless
began to distance himselffrom the separat-
ist tendencies of the Nation of Islam and to
soften his 'attitude toward whites'.

He was assassinated in February 1965at
the, Audubon Ballroom in New York,
Three Black Muslims were convicted of
the killing, but to this day many people
remain convinced that the Federal Bureau

of Investigation, which had him under sur-
veillance, was behind the crime,

Malcolm X was a powerful speaker with
a magnetic presence. Blacks found encour-
agement in his insistence on the worth of
their race and in his advocacy of black con-
trol of black communities; his message was
an inspiration behind the Black Power
movement that emerged after his death,
But many whites felt threatened by the vir-
ulence of his rhetoric; he repeatedly ar-
gued, for one thing; that blacks had a right
to defend themselves against racist acts
"by any means necessary."

'1:"1 ,••••

nearly 30 years, despite the book's
having been challenged on some fac-
tual points. Most recently, Bruce Per-
ry's Malcolm: The Life of a Man Who
Changed Black America (Station Hill
Press, 1991), offered a revisionist por-
trait of a victim of an oppressive child-
hood-an interpretation that angered
some people who felt it took a reduc-
tionist approach to his life and distort-
ed his political contributions.

Even b'efore it was finished, Spike
Lee's movie came under attack, with
great fanfare, from the poet and play-
wright Amiri Baraka, for giving too
much weight to Malcolm's years as 'a
hustler. Scholars are particularly anx-
ious to see which Malcolm emerges in
the final cut, because they know the
movie is likely to have an enormous
impact.

"Who has interpretive authority
over this man's life?" asks Michael
Eric Dyson, who teaches Afro-Ameri-
can studies at Brown University.
"Spike Lee is going to have that for a
while."

Rap musicians have lighted on Mal-
colm the black-nationalist firebrand;

the title of Sister Souljah's "The Hate That
Hale Produced" is straight from Malcolm
X. The image evoked by the Tvshirts and
baseball caps suggests some of that rnili-
taney, but is probably, as one scholar ob-
served, an "inchoate" statement, at best.

To one degree or another, most of those
images come into play in the current inter-
est in Malcolm's life and ideas. '

There is no question that, in large part,
the Malcolm X phenomenon is American
commerce at full throttle, fueled by a rush
of new products onto the market to take
advantage of the publicity generated by
Spike Lees movie.

Many scholars insist, nevertheless, that
beneath the commercialization something
more serious is going on,

Malcolm X, they say, has always held a
fascination for black intellectuals-not
necessarily academics, but those more
likely to be working as grass-roots organiz-

Continued on Page AI4
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Malcolm X: a Barometer of Today's Racial Climate
Continued From Page A8
ers. He burst onto the pop-culture
scene when rap musicians. particu-
larly the group Public Enemy, be-
gan to broadcast his message.

Mr. Hill of UCLA, who is also edi-
tor in chief of the Marcus Garvey
papers, suggests that rappers may
have picked up on Malcol m from
the burgeoning black prison popu-
lation, among whom the Nation of
Islam is particularly strong and The
Autobiography of Malcolm X has
long been a best seller.

Malcolm as 'Secular Saint'
"Rap music is the vehicle and

the conveyor of what was transpir-
ing behind prison walls," he says.

Whatever the ultimate source,
the rappers' invocation of Malcolm
struck a chord in the black youth
culture, scholars say.

"Malcolm has come to symbol-
ize the frustration, rage, and impa-
tience of a new generation of Afri-
can Americans who feel locked out

"You wouldn't have black
studies without Malcolm;

you wouldn't have the

transfonnation from

'Negro' to 'black' to
'African American.' "

of the system," says Manning Mar-
able, a professor of history and po-
litical science at the University of
Colorado, who is at work on a biog-
raphy of Malcolm X for Macmillan
Publishing Company. "They don't
see in the real political world any-
one who speaks with the same fury
and grace. They've chosen Mal-
colm as a secular saint."

He and others argue, however,
that Malcolm's appeal is nOI limit-
ed to young blacks. The civil-rights
revolution led by the Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr., is not finished,
they say; it may have helped some
people, but it left others behind.

"For the black underclass,
which has few liberal illusions
about the nature of the American
dream, Malcolm X symbolizes
their protest," Mr. Marable says.
"It's not a youth dynamic here; it's
a class dynamic."

Black Nationalism Revived
Scholars who study black poli-

tics say the rekindled interest in
Malcolm X marks a concurrent re-
surgence of black nationalism in
America today-a movement that
is found not so much in any sys-
tematic program as in cultural ex-
pressions such as the growing in-
terest in Africa, and in political
sentiments concerning the need for
blacks to take control of their own
destiny. Such ideas find ready sup-
port in Malcolm X.

The current fascination with the
man is not without its dangers,
some scholars fear, in that people
sometimes see In him things that
are not there. Some say,Malcolm X
is often remembered as a more in-
tluential political leader in his day
than .he really was, " , ,
, "Some of the most significant

events that have shaped the last 25
years, of black American political

history happened after he died,"
says Adolph L. Reed, Jr., a profes-
sor of political science and history
at Northwestern University.

"Malcolm X was important," he
says, "because he counterpunched
against the orthodoxies of the mo-
ment."

Feminist scholars, similarly,
voice concern at the promotion of
Malcolm X today as an expressly
masculine image. and as a role
model for young black men.

In his lifetime, Malcolm X es-
poused a version of black national-
ism that was strongly male-orient-
ed, scholars note, and his rhetoric
was full of images of the "strong
black man." In that sense, says Pa-
tricia Hill Collins, associate profes- , _
sor of African-American studies at
the University of Cincinnati, "it's
historically accurate to think of
Malcolm X as a masculine image."

Ms. Collins argues, however,
that people today are not looking
criticaliy enough at what Malcolm
didn't say. Issues of gender, she
says, are completely ignored in his
black-nationalist rhetoric, suggest-
ing that the experience of racism
was the same for black men and
women-an oversight typical of his
day, she acknowledges.

"Hut we're transporting Mal-
colm X uncritically into our own
time," Ms. Collins says.

Moreover, she says, after he left
the Nation of Islam, Malcolm was
beginning to turn hi's attention to
issues new to him, such as global
human rights, that had important
implications for women. "In his
early writing, there are some trou-
blesome statements," Ms. Collins
says. "But in the last .year of his
life, I see some hopeful signs,"

Legacy Is Cultural
Because of their relative places

in American history. comparisons
between Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King are irresistible: two
charismatic black leaders, operat-
ing in the same arena at the same
time, each serving as a counter-
point to the other; King the integra-
tionist, Malcolm the separatist.

In yet another comparison with
King, some scholars say, lies part
of Malcolm's appeal to blacks:
Malcolm's memory has not yet
been co-opted by white society.

"One of the things that contrib-
utes to the contemporary interest
in Malcolm X is that his historical
legacy is still under the control of
the black community," says Clay-
borne Carson, editor of the Martin
Luther King papers at Stanford
University. "There's a sense
among many blacks that that's not
the case with King."

Despite obvious differences be-
tween the two, however, many
scholars point to more-subtle simi-
larities, and others argue that, at
the end of their lives, the two men
were beginning to move toward
one another in outlook. The com-
plementary nature of their respec-
tive legacies, says James H. Cone,
a professor of theology at Union
TheologicaL ..Seminary" helps to .
pinpoint Malcolm's historical sig-
nificance and his appeal today,
,:,"King's legacy i~ obvious,"

says Mr. Cone, the author of Mar-
till & Malcolm & America: A
Dream o~ a; Nightmare (Orbis

Books, 1991). "You see it in poli-
tics, in the presence of black public
officials, in the total transforma-
tion of the South.

"But people don't see Mal-
colm's legacy as clearly. It's a cul-
'tural legacy: He transformed the
way in which black people under-
stand themselves. You wouldn't
have black studies without Mal-
cohn; you wouldn't have the trans-
formation from 'Negro' to 'black'
to 'African American.' "

A lot of scholars hope that one of
the legacies of the "Malcolmania"
of the 1990's will be an increase. in
serious research on the man.

Malcolm X has been the subject
of very little academic study, part-

ly, scholars say, because he was
for a time a risky topic, and partly
because researchers cannot count
on gaining access to documentary
evidence about Malcolm and his
milieu or to sources who knew him.

of his personal papers. They are
tantalized by the possible exist-
ence of reports and letters he mal
have written to Elijah Muhammad
while he was in the Nation of Is-
lam, but no one seems. to have pur-
sued them seriously.

Mr. Marable of Colorado say,
that, when he chose Malcolm X '"
the subject for a biography a few
years ago, he had no idea how dilfi-
cult it would be to reconstruct hi,
political thought. He says he
dreams of establishing a central rc
pository and research center de-
voted to Malcolm X and black so-
cial protest.

"It would be wonderful thing,"
he says, "if Spike Lee were to con-
tribute I per cent of the gross from
his film toward a Malcolm X his-
torical library." "

Call for a Central Archive
"The black militant community

has a somewhat hostile, or at least
skeptical, relationship to Euro-
American scholarship," says Mr.
Carson of Stanford, who last year
published Malcolm X: TIlL' FIJI File
(Carroll & Graf Publishers). "And
people in that community don't
typically donate their papers to li-
braries. "

Other than Malcolm X's speech-
es, which have been published, and
some correspondence. scholars do
not know of any significant cache

• •• offers 4 way 4r0u.n4 1& aU ruts •••
''This is the most timely and exciting report I've seen in years .• , timely because the

mismatch between faculty priorities and society's needs is becoming a major public
issue , , , exciting because the report offers a way around the old ruts the debate about
this issue usually takes." Russell Edgerton, President

American Association for Higher Education

••• spea£s c!irect!y -to 1& issues •••
", , • to think afresh about the criteria that determine tenure and measure the success

of faculty careers. Scholarship Reconsidered speaks directly to these issues and should
enrich a growing debate dillt may hilve important consequences for higher education."

Derek &1<, President
Harvard University

••• wiCC provUk 4 YitaC c:ontri6ution •••
"Scholarship Reconsidered will provide a vital contribution to improved under-

graduate instruction through its recognition of the necessary contribution of
scholarship to teaching. , , ," E D __ " r'__ 1 c _rnst LJClljall11n,,-":,,era .x:urcary

American Association of University Professors

••• offers 4 way -to giw Ce.gitinuu.y •••
''Scholarsh~ Reconsidered _ , , offers a way to give legitimacy to scholarly work

that is now un ervalued. Any college or university would be better off for considering
the report's approach carefully, , , ." Robert M Rosenzweig, President

American Association of Universities

SCHOLARSHIP RECONSIDERED
Priorities of the Professoriate
Ernest L Boyer

This new Carnegie report examines the "teaching
versus research" debate in higher education, with
historical overview and statistical data. A broader
definition of scholarship and new ways of evaluating
the professoriate are proposed There is an urgent
need, the report concludes, to recognize the full
range of faculty talent, strengthen the diversity of
America's colleges and universities, and relate
more effectively higher learning to social problems.
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